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When we walk the talk, park visitors will listen
From John Reynolds

As California struggles through this most

recent energy crisis, we've heard a vari
ety of calls to action.

With changing tides comes changing land
stewardship values. It is only now that
we are experiencing rolling black outs that

there are some mutterings about one very

simple solution to this whole problem.

And it's one of the basic tenants that our

organization was founded upon.

Conservation is an old word with a rich

history in public lands and our National

Parks. It was the call to arms that led the

first environmentalists toward land stew

ardship. And. it's something that we have
forgotten to add to our arsenal of tools, until
now when we are in the midst of a crisis.

As we rush to keep our electric grid from
collapsing, we need to look a little more

closely and ask whether or not we are

applying these same lessons in our parks.

We give ranger led programs, produce

web pages, write brochures, and do
countless other things to encourage our

park users to live in a more sustainable

way when they visit their National Parks.

But what do we actually do in our own

places of work and with our own jobs to
live in a more sustainable way?

As America's preeminent conservation

agency, how far do we go to walking the
talk we give to our visitors? In many

cases, we go far beyond the call, present

ing shining examples for the public. The
newly designed transportation system

and visitor center at Zion are a testament

to sustainable thinking. In designing their
visitor center, they made use of passive

heating and cooling systems and incor
porated solar power panels into the
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Rangers at Joshua Tree are using electric vehicles to conduct business. A commitment to
greener energy is crucial in getting park users to follow our example. By using solar
panels to charge vehicles, they become one of the cleanest forms of transportation around.

building design. The shuttle system has
cut back on overall fuel usage and pollu
tion, setting a fantastic example to our

users. It also inu oduces natural quiet into
the valley and encourages visitors to look

up instead of at the vehicle in front of

them.

Here in our own region, we are taking
steps to live and work in a more sustain
able way. At Ft. Reyes, site managers
used carpeting made almost completely
from recycled materials as floor covering

while revamping visitor centers. By recy
cling old carpels into new ones we help
keep tons of materials out of landfills.
Employee housing at Channel Islands

and Joshua Tree is now completely pow
ered off the grid with photovoltaic elec

tricity (no fear ofroving power out

ages there). Thr oughout the regions, park

visitors are seeing that we can walk the

talk when we want.

These are great examples of big projects

that are helping to create a greener na
tion. However, we need to take this a step

further and incorporate these and more

ideas into our day to day jobs. For some,
this is an easy transition. For many, learn

ing how to do things in a greener fashion

is a har d move to make. Once we begin to

see the correlation between our parks and
our actions, it becomes clearer why liv

ing green is such a crucial component to
how we do business.

Little actions in the work place can have
long lasting ramifications in protecting
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